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from different regions of Japan



“REGIONS OF JAPAN” ‒ Who we are

Sapporo: City of Films

                  Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

                  The Sapporo Television Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

                  Hokkaido Cultural Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

                  Television Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,LTD.

                  A Co., Ltd

                  Hello Earth Inc.

                  IBI's office  -doZou4K8K.com-

Niigata: Welcome to the Snow Country

                  Broadcasting System of Niigata Inc.

                  Television Niigata Network Co., Ltd. 

                  Niigata Television Network 21,Inc

Shizuoka: Welcome to the City of the Shogun

                  Shizuoka Asahi Television Co.,Ltd.

Kyoto: Kyoto reborn in the new culture

                  Mainichi Broadcasting System, Inc.

                  Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.

                  Ritsumeikan University College of Image Arts
                  and Sciences

Shimonoseki: a town with a 1000 year-old history

Kitakyushu: Welcome to the Nostalgic City
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                 RKB Mainichi Broadcasting Corporation
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“REGIONS OF JAPAN” ‒ Who we are

The “REGIONS OF JAPAN” booth is organized by Screen Authority Sapporo (SAS) ; 
the official film commission to Sapporo City, Hokkaido.

We are a showcase from which you can discover the charms from various regions 
of Japan. 
Each region has its own distinctive history, lifestyle and cuisine.

We bring together 30 companies from 9 regions; Sapporo, Niigata, Shizuoka, 
Kyoto, Shimonoseki, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka, Saga and Kumamoto.

The special feature of our booth is the diversity of regions and the cooperative 
work between public and private sectors.

Not only will you find TV programs, films and animations, but you will also meet 
future co-productions partners and gateways to local governing bodies.
You are always welcome to the film commissions for local assistance. 

We hope to bridge you and each region to contribute to local promotion 
and help energizing the community.
Please visit our booth if you are interested in our support activity.

Organizer to “REGIONS OF JAPAN”
Screen Authority Sapporo
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Sapporo, City of Films

Screen Authority Sapporo
Higashi-Sapporo 5-jo 1-chome 1-1 Shiroishi-ku, Sapporo 003-0005

+81-11-817-5711

http://www.screensapporo.jp/en/

Screen Authority Sapporo is the official film commission for the city of Sapporo.

The multi-lingual staff at Screen Authority Sapporo offers filming location such as rich natural 

environment, historical architecture, foods with a local character and so on.

We’ll provides detailed services for filming requests from overseas.

Subsidy for video production are also available.

Please feel free to contact us if you think about here as your potential location.
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This is a unique farmers’ show, introducing many agricultural 

produce and dishes in Hokkaido, the largest agricultural area in Japan.  

We have two very attractive hosts, Mr. Hiroyuki Morisaki, an actor and 

comedian, and Ms. Akogare Kanai, an HBC anchor.  The two take a 

party of “agri-kids” and visit the field of farmers.  They learn how the 

crops are grown and try farmers work, cook and eat the crops, and 

present how farmers contribute to our quality of life.  The program 

introduces the latest agricultural technology of Japan as well.  The 

program is shown in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, and more.

Hokkaido Agricultural Paradise Next

Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

2008 - ON GOING

416 episodes × 29min

HD

Food and travel show starring Mr. Rui Yoshida, a haiku poet and a 

nation widely known food writer. In each episode, Yoshida picks a 

destination, either a small and remote town, as well as well-known 

populated city. He walks and hangs around the place looking for 

something interesting, such as unique shops, manufacturers, local 

breweries, wineries, food stands. What Yoshida intends in the show is 

not only having delicious dishes and drinks, but also interact with 

people who live there. Viewers will enjoy watching hidden attractive 

spots and dishes all over Hokkaido that are not shown on 

guidebooks. 

Nice Town Walks in Hokkaido with Rui Yoshida

2014 - ON GOING

19 episodes × 29min

HD 

Overseas travel show featuring one personality, from Hokkaido, as a 

reporter or an “explorer.”  In each series, the explorer visits a country 

in Asia with an assignment looking for something related to 

Hokkaido.  Each series are consisted with four to seven episodes.  

Viewers will enjoy the explorer’s unexpected findings in destination 

countries. We present famous tourist attractions in each country as 

well.  This must be interesting for foreign viewers to watch how 

countries in Asia are filmed by Japanese.  The series covered 13 

countries and regions.

Funny Journey around Asia to Look for Hokkaido

2014 - 2016

67 episodes × 29min

HD 

Tra Var
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Travelogue about all Japan. There are 47 prefectures in Japan. A lot of 

local TV stations in Japan collaborate to make this program. This 

program introduce you Japanese food, scenery, tradition, people and 

sightseeing. Good program for people who are interested in Japan 

and travel to Japan.

You know so many places to see around Japan. For example; Drifting 

ice in Hokkaido, bicycle trip to Mt. Fuji, legendary old Dogo hot spring 

in Ehime, unique Donburi cuisine in Aomori... Those episodes are 

basically focusing on one specific prefecture of Japan. Watching this 

program will make you feel like you've traveled to Japan for several 

times! Now aired in 21countries all over the world !

What's hot in Japan

The Sapporo Television Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

2014 - ON GOING

145 episodes × 28min

HD

Brand new program, showing you various kinds of "Best threes of 

Japan".

This program is created by NNS (Nippon Television Network System).

For example, "Best 3 unique bus tour", "Best 3 yummy ramen" and 

"Best 3 hot spring".

This program will bring you latest information of Japan. Main 

navigator is Lady Beard, the symbol of Cool Japan. He wears Japanese 

impressive costume such as Ninja, Sailor suit, and Princess...

Discovering unfound jewels spread throughout Japan will certainly 

make you feel most joyous about Japan! 

Joyous Japan

2016 - ON GOING

12 episodes × 28min

HD

Let’s go to Hokkaido with your camera !

AikuMaikawa is a model and also a photographer.

She travels around in Hokkaido and takes a beautiful photos.

There are a lot of beautiful scenes in Hokkaido. Why don't you go to 

Hokkaido with a camera ?

Each episode shows one tourist spot in Hokkaido. This program is 

completed by each episode. You must be facinated by beautiful 

scenes in Hokkaido.

Aiku's photo trip in Hokkaido

2015 - ON GOING

10 episodes × 28min

HD
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Hokkaido Cultural Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

This 30-min programs capture Hokkaido’s summer 

attractions in 4K.Married violinist couple travels the 

popular resort area “Onuma”.Bird’s tweet, blowing 

forest, mystical and calm lake, etc.In this program, there 

are some scenes that they experience horsebackriding 

near Mt.Komagatake, and experience the canoe in the 

evening.You will definitely enjoy this program through 

music and nature. 

<http://uhb.jp/program/4ktabi/?pcflg=on>

Amazing Journey in Hokkaido

2005 - ON GOING

10 episodes × 30min

4K/HD 

Beautiful scenery, delicious food, warmful people, 

well-passed-on tradition, etc. We as Dosanko '(Hokkaido 

People) pick the recommended topic in Hokkaido, and 

introduce you with beautiful images.

The fantastic collaboration of Cameraman - who does the 

shooting everyday news-, Editor - who knows how to put 

them together-, and Image -that is priceless-.

That is why this program is called "Hokkaido Pride"

Hokkaido Pride

2014 - ON GOING

50 episodes × 15min

HD

This program gives you many helpful tips for your trip to 

Hokkaido with UHB reporters. It will definitely help you 

make one of the unforgettable trip memories in 

Hokkaido.

Travel Feeling in Hokkaido

2012 - ON GOING

5 episodes × 45min

HD
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Television Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,LTD.

Japan’s top skiers ski on Hokkaido’s slopes, introducing 

the appeal of the pistes and providing suggestions on 

how to best enjoy them. Features include top skiers 

teaching “special skills” and tips on how children can 

improve their techniques, and a corner that introduces 

lesser-known skiing grounds. There’s no doubt that just 

watching will make you want to head to the slopes.

LOVE SKI HOKKAIDO

2016 - 2017

16 episodes × 30min

HD 

A program that conveys news and information regarding 

Hokkaido’s economy. Special features cover topics 

related to manufacturing, human resource development, 

regional promotion and the like. What’s more, current 

topics that influence Hokkaido’s economy are introduced 

in sections that feature the manufacturing industry in 

Hokkaido, the favorite books of local business men and 

women, and Hokkaido as seen through the eyes of 

foreigners.

Economic Navigation Hokkaido

2002 - ON GOING

50 episodes × 30min

HD

This TV-Program has been broght on the informations of 

Hot-Springs, Hotels, Gourmet, Sightseeing, 

OutdoorSports, and so on in Hokkaido to The people. On 

the 20th of February the number of episodes of this 

program is 950 one’s. Off couse they has been very 

useful for the travelers who is planning to travel in 

Hokkaido.

Traveling in Hokkaido

1996 - ON GOING

50 episodes × 30min

HD
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A Co., Ltd

This program is not a reality show for the purpose of achieving the task.           

This is a growth story of the real family. The theme of this season is the 

animal life and food.

This is a story about Two Small brothers (9-years-old boy and 4-years-old 

boy /10-years-old boy and 8-years -old boy) go travel with their father who 

is a cameraman. 

We can travel with his point of view like his height and this is our 

childhood's world which is the selling point of the program.  

Besides the famous sightseeing spots, new angle to see our country and 

delicious food, it can also remind us about some your touchable feelings of 

life that we've already forgot.

This is a dramatic, small cute travelers' story.

Small Traveler Season1

2016

10 episodes × 24min

4K (6 episodes) & HD (4 episodes)

Subtitle attached Chinese 

Who knows that one of the best cheeses in the world is produced in Hokkaido? The program 

starts from the import cheese shop in Tokyo by finding the authenticity of the Grand Prize 

winning "SAKURA" and how its creation method is leading the industry. Next, We visits the 

farm in Shintoku, Tokachi region, Hokkaido the Mecca of cheese in Japan to talk to Nozomu 

Miyajima, the CEO. He explains about the unique cheese making, which had started by 

cultivating "the Milk Mountain" in the farm. Miyajima's ultimate aim is to produce the cheese 

of high quality in the region and doesn't hesitate to share his secret for that purpose. The 

theme of the program is the dramatic story behind delicious cheese making in the nature.

The SAKURA　Chese Factory in Tokachi

2015

1 episode × 25min

4K

Subtitle attached English

HAJIME is known as a Cameraman follows light. He won 2016Grand Prize 

in 4K Tokushima Film Festival, famous contest for Ultra-high-definition in 

Japan. 

HAJIME produces Multisensory background media and TV CM for Japanese 

TV. His work incudes, promotion video of major corporate companies such 

as Mitsui Sumitomo Bank, Kagome, etc. promotion video for government 

tourism agency and TV CM for Japanese broadcasting companies.

Since 2012, HAJIME employed 4K recording technology for all his shooting 

devises. Currently HAJIME is working for 4K program, HDR video with 

Company Land kip as well as VR production using Sony’s prototype.

４K SPECIAL　Image of HOKKAIDO

2013 - 2016

20 episodes × 10-25min

4K
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Hello Earth Inc.

Rika (21) graduated a fashion school and has been working in a 

boutique. She cohabited with her boyfriend, Ryohei (30), but she lost 

him due to traffic accident. He left behind the anthology of 

Man’yoshu (the oldest existing collection of Japanese poetry) for 

Rika. She loved this book. One day, a mannequin was brought to the 

boutique she was working. She began to be concerned with this objet 

because this objet resembled Ryohei. Day by day, her potential 

affection to the objet became stronger, but one evening, she found 

this objet was disposed outside the shop. So she started to cohabit 

with this objet and felt that she was not alone. She started to sew 

Ryohei’s jacket. Finally, she presented the completed jacket in front 

of the mannequin happily, but this objet kept quiet. Then, the 

meaning of Japanese poetry that Ryohei left, touched Rika’s heart 

deeply. 

Golden snow

2008

1 episode × 37min

HD 

SAKI, a girl majoring in oil painting at art university, and SORA, a 

young man strolling through the campus holding a black umbrella 

even though it was a sunny day. One day, suddenly it started to rain 

heavily. SORA passed her his umbrella. This encounter made SAKI 

remember her childhood. This is a short spring story of a girl’s 

self-discovery. 

Sakura, Umbrella

2005

1 episode × 17min

HD

Chisa (7) loved staying the engawa (Japanese style sunny veranda) 

with her grandfather Keiichi (69) or father Shinya (32). When she 

became a second grader, her mother Miki (29) became pregnant. 

Since then, Shinya was in constant attendance on Miki and they 

couldn’t look after Chisa. She felt lonely and refused Keiichi’s 

affection. As time goes by, Keiichi senesced. When Keiichi passed 

away, a new life was born in Chisa’s family. Chisa remembered 

Keiichi whom she loved, holding her new sister in her arms. 

Engawa - sunny Veranda-

2005

1 episode × 11min

HD
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IBI's office  -doZou4K8K.com-

This is Hokkaido, Japan. Hokkaido with a vast land. There are a lot of attractive areas here. By all 

means,please check out my videos of these attractive areas at my booth.

All the videos taken by me are UHD (3840 × 2160p) format. My camera is Sony made PXW-FS7, A7R2, 

FDR-X3000.

I shot the whole area of Hokkaido. Magnificent mountains, 

clear sea and rivers, wild animals living in Hokkaido. I will 

introduce these wonderful images to you all in high quality 

UHD. Please enjoy realistic images that everyone is in 

Hokkaido.

Beautiful & Magnificent scenery,
Hokkaido

2015 - 2017

10 episodes × 2-5 min

UHD(2160p)

Hokkaido this winter was a very good season. Drift ice, fog 

ice, diamond dust, frost smoke. Wild animals also enjoyed 

Hokkaido this winter. Please enjoy the latest winter Hokkaido 

with realistic images. Of course, the image is high quality 

UHD.

This Winter scenery, Hokkaido

2016 - 2017

10 episodes × 2-5min

UHD(2160p)

City of Sapporo
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Welcome to the Snow Country - Niigata
Niigata is the setting for Nobel Prize winning author Yasunari Kawabata’s famed novel, “Snow Country”. 

With skiing and other snow activities, Niigata is certainly a fun place to be in the winter, but also known for 

its rich nature and for being the home of amazing rice and sake. With our mountains, ocean, and rivers, 

Niigata offers beautiful and diverse natural scenery not just in the winter, but in every season.

Niigata’s charm is found in the cities too. Being the old port city, Niigata welcomes the guests with warm 

hospitality and tasty local cuisine along with seafood, sake and of course, the best quality rice 

“Koshihikari”.

Niigata Prefecture
Shinko-cho 4-1, Chuo-ku, Niigata City 950-8570

+81-25-280-5968

http://www.niigata-kankou.or.jp/
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Niigata produces the best rice and sake in Japan, and this 

region is famous for fresh ingredients and delicious cuisine. 

The one of traditional Japanese cuisine is Sushi which is 

made from Koshihikari rice and seafood from the Sea of 

Japan. Niigata’s Ramen and Soba are also highly regarded 

within Japan. The every episode of “Delicious NIIGATA in 

JAPAN” brings viewers a new look at life in the Snow Country, 

and introduces Niigata’s diverse traditions and cultures.

Delicious NIIGATA in JAPAN

Photographer, Takashi Amano (1954-2015) had advocated 

the importance of environmental protection by taking 

photographs of pristine forests in Japan and tropical rain 

forests around the world. He is also known as the founder of 

“Nature Aquarium,” which is an art to recreate an ecosystem 

in an aquarium. In this documentary program, our TV crew 

had captured his works for 7 years and recorded not only 

taking photos of pristine forests in his hometown, Niigata, 

but creating the 40-meter-long Nature Aquarium at the 

Oceanário de Lisboa, Portugal. What is the message he left 

us and the earth through all of his life? (The 2015 Award for 

Excellence of the Japan News Network Council)

Dreams of Nature Aquarium

Broadcasting System of Niigata Inc.

2012 - ON GOING

70 episodes × 25min

HD 

2015

1 episode × 47min

HD

On Sado Island in the Sea of Japan, there is a gold mine which 

had produced gold and silver for more than 400 years. The 

precious remnants of the mine and buildings have been 

preserved, and Niigata aims to have them inscribed on the 

World Heritage list. This program follows the trail of the Edo 

period gold coins and Sado gold coins that were spread 

around the world by the Dutch East India Company. These 

small gold coins go traveling from Japan to India, and all the 

way to the Netherlands!

Japan’s Golden Road ‒ from Sado’s Gold Mines to the World ‒

2013

1 episode × 47min

HD
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When you go to Japan for trip, you should visit to Nagaoka 

city!

Nagaoka city is in the center of Niigata prefecture. There 

are not only an urbane atmosphere but also rich nature 

and its own traditional culture in there.

On this show, 3 reporters experience charm of Nagaoka. 

And they find the real Japan through taking part in the 

traditional event, enjoying activities of seasons and 

having local cuisines.

Let's Experience NAGAOKA!

Television Niigata Network Co., Ltd.

2017

1 episode × 60min

HD 

When Japanese people go trip by using their car, they 

flock to convenient high-speed expressways. And the best 

part of using those expressways is the service areas and 

parking areas where you can buy souvenirs and taste the 

local flavors of the regions.

When you drop at the service areas and parking areas in 

Niigata, you can expect speed and deliciousness! On this 

show, TeNY's gourmet announcers investigate the 

delicious delicacies of the expressway.

Have a feast of Niigata!

2014 - ON GOING

4 episodes × 55min

HD

A special edition of the popular program now airing in 

Niigata, Ramen Journey!

TeNY’s 2 announcers will race around the nation in search 

of delicious ramen. 

The time limit is 36 hours. Which announcer can eat more 

ramen within the time limit?

In addition, there will be breathtaking vistas and bizarre 

sights and local specialties, everything you could want to 

know about the local tourism opportunities in each place!

Even for the non-ramen fans out there, the program is full 

of useful information that will make them want to travel.

Ramen Race

2016

1 episode × 30min

HD
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Niigata Prefecture’s Sado Island has a circumference of 

260 km. Visitors enjoy the slow flow of time here and 

marvel at the richness the island has to offer. As the 

centuries passed, traditions that reached the remote 

island from the mainland are alive and well, even today.

Writer Masahiko Shimada travels to Sado Island in the 

quest of finding Japan’s most beautiful sunset.

Scenic Heritage Sites of Japan～ Sado Island, Niigata～
The Quest for Japan's Most Beautiful Sunset

Niigata Television Network 21,Inc

2016 - ON GOING

1 episode × 45min

HD

This program will introduce you to the craftsmen who 

create new products while keeping with the traditional 

methods of old.For example,. Kumiko wood work 

produces wonderful household furnishings such as 

screens, doors and transoms with traditional patterns. 

Hemp leaf motif or sesame pattern are two of the 

traditional designs available. These designs call for 

intricate work with small pieces and the end results are 

very beautiful. 

Made In Niigata

2013 - 2016

4 episodes × 25min

HD

Mr. Takashi Amano is the founder of Nature Aquarium. 

The purpose of Nature Aquarium is to create an aquatic 

exhibit that resembles the wild.In 2013, he was offered 

the chance to create the world’s largest nature aquarium 

being forty meters in size, at the Lisbon Oceanarium. The 

aquatic plants used from Japan are directly sourced from 

natural surroundings. Amano’s attention to detail is 

simply impressive. After the hectic week, this forty meter 

tank finally reflected Amano's life story.

Amano～ Forests under water～

2015

1 episode × 48min

HD
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Welcome to the City of the Shogun
Shizuoka

Located in the heart of Japan, Shizuoka is a city mild in 
climate, with a rich natural environment that includes several 
majestic peaks over 3,000m tall and a picturesque bay. The 
view of Mt. Fuji from Miho no Matsubara, a component part 
of the UNESCO Fujisan World Cultural Heritage Site, is truly 
stunning.

400 years ago, Shizuoka thrived as the castle town for 
Tokugawa Ieyasu. “Shizuoka IS o-cha,” as is often said, with 
the city being #1 in Japan for trading volume of green tea.

Shizuoka City
6-8 Asahi-cho, Shimizu-ku, Shizuoka 424-8701

+81-054-354-2313

http://www.visit-shizuoka.com/en/

City of Shizuoka
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City of Shizuoka

Drinking sake is a trend all over the world. This TV show 

focuses on Jizake (local sake) and Ginjo-shu (premium sake). 

Shizuoka prefecture is a beautiful place home to Mount Fuji 

and the Southern Alps. There, sake rice is grown using water 

from those mountains. This TV show covers everything from 

rice-planting to rice-harvesting and also focuses on yeast 

originally made in Shizuoka. Furthermore, it covers efforts 

made by each Kuramoto (sake brewer) who produces new 

and unique types of sake that pairs with modern cuisines.

Local Shizuoka Sake

Shizuoka Asahi Television Co.,Ltd.

2016 - 2017

2 episodes × 30min

HD

A comedian, O’samurai-chan, who has time traveled from 

the Edo period to interview tourists from overseas.  

Approaching tourists on the street, he asks “May I 

accompany you?” and reports alongside those who answer 

“OK!”. Participants visit tourist sights and discover new 

attractions around Shizuoka that are usually overlooked 

through a fun-filled journey such as “Gyokuro no Sato”(a 

tea-ceremony room) and “Nihon-daira” plateau where they 

enjoy a panoramic view of Mount Fuji and Suruga Bay.

My name is O'samurai-chan

2016

3 episodes × 30min

HD

Mr. Naoya Fujimaki, co-executive producer of Ponyo on the 

Cliff by the Sea, a work of Studio Ghibli, gives two Japanese 

female idols the gift of a graduation trip. Risa Yamaki, 

graduates from high school and Momomi Wagatsuma 

graduates from junior high school. Together they will visit 

Miho Pine Grove, Mishima Suspension Bridge and Toi on the 

Izu Peninsula. The purpose of the trip is to introduce “the 

best of Japan” found only in Shizuoka and to make them the 

most popular idols in Japan.

Ch223“The best graduation trip in Japan”

2016 - 2017

2 episodes × 30min

HD

Tra Var
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Kyoto reborn in the new culture
With a history of over 1,200 years, Kyoto is often referred to as Japan’s ‘soul’. 

The new form of culture preservation is to introduce the travelers sophisticated 

culture and traditions such as Zen Meditation, Tea ceremony, and other cultural 

experiences through the temples including the World Heritage. A traditional art 

of Kyoto, Kyo-yuzen dyeing is taught at Miyakomesse where is held Kyoto 

International Anime Fair (Pop Culture).

Kyoto is the perfect place to witness the intersection of the evolution with 

long-standing tradition and culture.

Kyoto Media Support Center
3F Asahi Kaikan 427 Ebisu-cho Kawaramachi-Sanjo, Kyoto 604-8005

+81-75-229-6601

http://kanko.city.kyoto.lg.jp/support/en/

City of Kyoto



Kyoto's allure lies not only in its shrines and temples or the 

elegance of the city. For more than a millennium since the year 

794, Kyoto flourished as the capital, leading the way in the arts, 

architecture and commerce. The essence of Japanese culture was 

born in Kyoto, and has been refined and passed down to modern 

times. "MADE IN KYOTO" introduces artistry at its best

- from traditional weaving and cuisine to state-of-the-art robotics 

- created and nurtured by the masters of Kyoto who know true 

quality.

MADE IN KYOTO 

Mainichi Broadcasting System, Inc.

2014 - 2016

20 episodes × 30min

HD 

Live-action drama of the hugely popular comic, “PRISON SCHOOL” which won the 37th 

Kodansha Comics Award.

The drama “PRISON SCHOOL” is set in a draconian boarding-style girl’s

academy-turned-coed. It centers around five boys including Kiyoshi the main character 

who, for the infraction of trying to peek into the girls’

bath, are caught by the “Secret Student Council” headed by three girls, and are locked 

up in a prison on the school grounds. With their youth at stake, the boys set out to free 

themselves. This drama is often silly with the boyish appeal of adolescence and is sure 

to have you in stitches, but it will also touch your heart.

PRISON SCHOOL

2015

9 episodes × 30min

HD

Megumi Kanbayashi has been a freelance writer for five years. As a 

just-turned-30 single woman, she is beginning to feel the pangs of 

marriage anxiety. One day, Megumi’s editor brings her an idea for a 

series to be offered on the internet. It’s a novel premise - advertise 

for a single male looking for a relationship; then he picks a 

restaurant for a blind date during which “he woos her over a meal.” 

Megumi loves the idea of a free, delicious meal and seizes the 

opportunity. And so begins the search for candidates for “Wine, Dine 

and Woo Me” column series!

Wine, Dine and Woo Me

2015 - 2016

16 episodes × 30min

HD

English subtitle version is available.

City of Kyoto
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The program "MAIKO IN LOVE WITH KYOTO" introduce the city of local Kyoto 

by two Maiko who inherited 300 years tradition of Kyoto Gion.

They report traditional temples and shrines, tourists attractions, trendy 

spots and shops, sweets, of course souvenirs!

We will introduce Kyoto in variety point of view : Tradition, Seasons, History 

and Trend.

Most of attraction in this program is two Maiko because we can see "They 

are a girl nowadays too." Of course they are very interested in new fashion, 

cosmetics or sweets.

When you see that, you will be able to feel Maiko is more close and familiar.

MAIKO IN LOVE WITH KYOTO

Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.

2010 - ON GOING

172 episodes × 24min

SD/HD

"JAPAN IS COOL!" It's the theme. 

This program featuring Japanese "Tradition", "Innovation" and to be related 

to "Human", "Products" and "Service" !! 

Each time we pick up various titles that is born from Japanese originality.

"Cool manufacturing" ,"Stylish products to feel Japan" , "Service that 

produced a mind of Wabi-sabi(Japanese mind)" .

This program provide all people for wonderful titles to resonate in the 

heart!

JAPONICA TV

2015 - ON GOING

48 episodes × 28min

HD

City of Kyoto
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City of Kyoto

Three tales about a families living in Randen Railway 

neighborhood are told.  

In [Unseen Connection] unexpected tale starts unfold to 

Yuri who lived happily with her family and blessed with 

many friends.

[Oh! Brother] tells the tale of three homeless men, who 

are ordered to leave.

In [KOTATSU] Fumiko- a daughter of Koda family which 

runs a SAKE shop in downtown, came back from Tokyo for 

a supposedly short visit.  Fumiko, never showing a sign of 

departure, begins to reveal the truth.

The Families' Stories of Randen Neighborhood

Ritsumeikan University College of Image Arts and Sciences

2013 - 2015

1 episode × 116min

HD 

The story of the struggles and turmoil of Yuna Ichinose, 

an university student interested in welfare, and Kota 

Iseya, a volunteer, as they work together as volunteers at 

a senior citizens home.

Give and Take

2011 - 2012

1 episode × 20min

HD

Arts university student Yoshida and his friends stumble 

upon the lonely death of an old man while filming their 

final college project. A movie of finding a path in life as 

they review society while searching for the man’s family 

and sorting his belongings.

A Song for a Good-for-Nothing

2012 - 2013

1 episode × 45min

HD

Dra

Dra

Dra
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Shimonoseki:
a town with a 1000 year-old history
Shimonoseki, boasting attractive scenery along the Kanmon Strait, has witnessed so 

many important events in Japan’s history that it forms an integral part of its culture.

The city has places of natural beauty and historical interest typical of a castle town, 

such as ancient samurai residences and clay walls. Please feel free to contact us if you 

think about Shimonoseki as your potential location.

Shimonoseki Film Commission
5-6 Tanaka-machi,Shimonoseki,750-0008,JAPAN

+81-83-231-1350

https://shimonoseki.travel/filmcommission/index.php

City of Shimonoseki
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Welcome to the Nostalgic City, Kitakyushu
The City of Kitakyushu is located in the northeastern part of Kyushu in Japan and has a population of 1 million. 

The city is blessed with an abundance of nature and a long coastline. 

The City of Kitakyushu has long prospered as a castle town, an international trading port, and an industrial city. 

Many historic spots and traditional Japanese streets still remain.

In Mojiko Retro District historic buildings stand side by side, and together with a view of the Kanmon Strait create 

a nostalgic, romantic atmosphere.

Downtown Kitakyushu is bustling with modern buildings and a shopping area with a long tradition that sells 

many items, such as fresh seafood. 

In addition, an advanced network of highways makes it possible to move from the city center to the expanse of 

nature within 30 minutes by car.

Kitakyushu Film Commission
1-1 Jonai, Kokurakita-ku, Kitakyushu City 803-8501

+81-93-582-2389

https://www.kitakyu-fc.com/

City of Kitakyushu
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Compact and livable city, Fukuoka
Fukuoka City, with a population of 1.53 

million, is surrounded by mountains and the 

ocean. Many urban functions are located 

within a 2.5 kilometer radius.

Fukuoka City is located in the west area of 

Japan, in the northern shore of the island of 

Kyushu. It is well-known as the gateways of 

Asian countries and has been developing as 

an international commercial city. There are 5 

local broad casting companies and 

resourceful production companies.

Fukuoka Film Commission
1-8-1 Tenjin Chuo-ku Fukuoka City 810-8620

+81-92-733-5171

http://www.fukuoka-film.com/index.html

City of Fukuoka



City of Fukuoka
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Food traditions are handed down from generation to 

generation. By this program, RKB would like to convey the 

way of thinking of people t hat respect foods through 

their activities concerned with meals. On top of that it 

aims to show energies from various products, passions of 

producers, and techniques and ideas of chefs.

 A popular food researcher, Kentetsu Koh, and an RKB 

announcer, Ryusuke Tabata, appea r on the prog ra m to 

explore the delights of food. 

Feeling of eating

RKB Mainichi Broadcasting Corporation

2014 - ON GOING

52 episodes × 24min

HD 

“Traveling by trains” is a practical traveling program with 

using brochures.

 Tourists pick out where they are going and decide what 

they are doing by checking out a large number of 

brochures for themselves.

 Let’s enjoy the process of travels with tourists.

Traveling by trains

2014 - 2016

24 episodes × 12 or 24min

HD

It features many glorious things from various genres in 

Kyushu. You must be impressed by strong spirits and 

exquisite skills. And you can also feel a sense of 

achievement. 

Wonderful Kyushu

2015 - ON GOING

52 episodes × 12min

HD

Tra

Food

Doc



"DUOMO" is a real entertainment show that has been broadcasting for 28 years in 

Japan. 

In "DUOMO GT", four male hosts explore every nook and cranny of Japan or 

features very maniac theme of Japan.

This program will take viewers to the true adventure inside Japan!

DUOMO GT

Kyushu Asahi Broadcasting Co., Ltd.

2013 - ON GOING

20 episodes × 24min

HD

“Love Stories from Fukuoka” is based on the true story. 

Each story is contributed by viewers, and it’s scripted and made it into beautiful 

romantic dramas. (stand-alone episodes)

Starring Japanese most popular idol group, AKB48 members, and fresh actors & 

actresses in Japan, this romantic drama has been impacting many viewers around 

the globe.

Love Stories from Fukuoka  Drama Series

2011 - ON GOING

7 episodes × 55min

HD

One of the most famous comedian/gourmet reporter/real foodie in Japan ‒ 

Ishi-chan (Hidehiko Ishizuka) travels around “gourmet paradise”-Kyushu, Japan for 

the search of extraordinary gourmets.

Anyone who watches this show must get ready for severe stomach hunger!

Ishi-chan's Extraprdinary Gourmet Show

2014 - ON GOING

5 episodes × 54min

HD
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400 years ago. The first porcelain in Japan was made in 

Arita-cho, Saga prefecture. The porcelain was named 

“Arita-yaki”. In the late seventeenth century, Arita ware was 

exported to Europe, and its high technical strength and 

beauty were appreciated. All the work has been divided. 

Production of porcelain, first molding the clay, and give it a 

color. At last in a high temperature kiln, these are baked. This 

style did not change for 400 years. We used the 

state-of-the-art 8K camera and put the Arita ware in a movie. 

Arita ware's history, craftsmen's technique, and traditional 

beauty. Please enjoy the super high-definition video.

8K The history of ARITA ware

Fukuoka Broadcasting System corporation

2017

1 episode × 15min

8K/4K

Cryptic graffiti, borrowed from a missing person poster, begin to appear all over town. A 

mysterious group of high school girls begins attacking men at random. After the 

disappearance of Haruko, these two series of incidents overlap. Why has Haruko 

disappeared?

Alongside a national highway in a typical declining suburban city, with a large shopping mall, 

clothing shops, CD rental joints, used car dealerships, and chain restaurants. One day, Haruko 

Azumi (28), a single working girl, suddenly disappears. Soon after, cryptic graffiti, borrowed 

from her missing person poster, strangely begin to appear all over town. Also, a mysterious 

group of high school girls begins attacking men at random. After the disappearance of 

Haruko, these two series of incidents overlap. Is this Haruko’s plot?

Japanese girls never die

2016

1 episode × 100min

Vista

Goomies is easily accessible content for learning English at home.

Goomies features an educational animation series, "MOO & Tino", healthily 

humored with charming caracters, and specially designed as a parenting tool 

for preschool kids to be educated while also being entertained.

Goomies also features a musical series with popular nursery rhymes sung by 

native Englisha speakers, and illustrations and music developed in art-rich 

France, each song features unique visuals and characters that are sure to kiip 

children entertained, and are finished at a quality where both children and 

parentss can enjoy them together.

Goomies

2017

30 episodes × 3min

HD
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A countryside of JAPAN
The SAGA Prefecture Film Commission offers the 

rich nature of SAGA, its wide open space and its 

historical buildings as a location for movies, TV, 

CM, PV, etc and helps ensure that filming 

proceeds smoothly. It is a nonprofit public 

organization whose purpose is to attract 

movies, TV, CM, PV and all genre to film on 

location and to provide support so that the 

actual filming runs smoothly.

SAGA Prefecture
1-1-59 Jonai, Saga-shi 840-8570

+81-952-25-7296

http://www.saga-fc.jp

Saga Prefecture



Hong Kong popular YouTuber (ginger lemon cola) and the 

Hong Kong residents of Japanese talent Izumi behavior 

visited the Saga Prefecture,Food and culture, in addition 

to the attractions, not listed in the guide book 

experience a deep spot of Saga,It has become a road 

movie by bicycle.

 Program is made with the inclusion of live action and 

animation,People of foreign countries has become a 

content such that want to travel by bicycle to Saga.

Wonderful Ride

69'ners FILM

5 episodes × 7min

Program to introduce the hidden sights and culture in 

Saga Prefecture Ureshino.

 Entering and Ureshino tea and hot springs, we are 

introduced, such as traditional crafts.

With Ureshino resident illustrator "Chie Chihiro"'s 

illustrations and doll, 

it has become the video to feel a variety of fun ways of 

Ureshino.

BANZAI URESHINO

8 episodes × 3min

Based in theater Shiema of Saga Prefecture, and i-Cable in 

Hong Kong, Tokyo of the production team,

Local creators and Azumaasobi SL series has been 

produced in collaboration with Saga.

So far there is no travel programs, to continue to place a 

realistic saga in a new cut,

What began with the thought that you want to form the 

interesting things on their own.

Mei King documents that followed the struggle 

appearance with the aim of the world from the provinces.

Wonderful Ride Making

1 episode × 10min

Tra

Tra Dra

Doc

Saga Prefecture
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The Land of Fire
Kumamoto Prefecture, located in the center of Kyushu Island, 

features spectacular scenery from both the mountains and 

the sea, including Aso, with one of the world's largest 

calderas and many other natural wonders, and Amakusa, 

with its gorgeous coastlines and sunsets. In Kumamoto, 

people can enjoy the beauty of nature at its fullest.

Kumamoto is also full of history and culture. Not only can you 

visit Kumamoto Castle, one of the top three premiere castles 

in Japan, you can also explore places like Manda Coal Mine 

and Misumi West Port, both of which have recently been 

designated as World Heritage Sites. People have also been 

attracted to Kumamoto by the food, alcohol, and hot springs 

provided by our bountiful land and water sources.

We hope you enjoy KUMAMOTO PREFECTURE!

Our mascot, "KUMAMON", was born in conjunction with the 

opening of the Kyushu Shinkansen line, and he has since 

been designated as both "Sales Manager" and "Happiness 

Manager" of Kumamoto Prefecture. He has visited numerous 

places both inside and outside of Japan in order to share the 

many charm points of Kumamoto with the world. 

The Kumamoto Image Content Study Group is researching 

effective image content for transmitting information outside 

of Japan in order to increase the number of tourists from 

outside Japan, as well as to expand sales channels for 

products made in Kumamoto. 

Kumamoto image Content Study Group
6-18-1Suizenji,Chuo-ku,Kumamoto-shi,Kumamoto

+81-96-333-2332

09
Kumamoto Prefecture
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Kumamoto Prefecture

"Eitaro no Katarannne" is an information variety program of morning 

broadcasting it until Monday through Friday.This program introduces 

a lot of charm of Kumamoto, Japan. Eitaro of the talent who sends 

laughter to the audience in a Kumamoto dialect is a master of 

ceremonies.

"Katarannne" is a Kumamoto dialect; The meaning that one calls for 

the participation in program. It is the meaning that I will speak in a 

program together one more.

The popular section is "Kumamon no shuchou Kataranne". Kumamon 

is a mascot character of Kumamoto where is popular in 

Japan.Kumamon introduces event information and special product 

information by live broadcast from the various places in Kumamoto.

 There is the corner that introduces a gourmet, a trip to Kumamoto, a 

farm output product elsewhere. In addition, I broadcast the corner 

introducing a family and a couple living in Kumamoto every day in 

rotation. In addition, with an email and FAX, there is the corner where 

the person of the audience participates in. 

The program is updating audience rating TOP in the time. It is the 

drawing card program which our company is proud of.

Eitarou no Kataranne

KUMAMOTO TELECASTING CO.,LTD(TKU)

2016 - ON GOING

50 episodes × 49min

HD Tra Var Food Other
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Kumamoto Prefecture

KUMAMON goes traveling around Kumamoto with a female 

reporter. They make a funny trip, contact with native people and 

tell you a local information about Kumamoto.

This trip’s guide is a BIG DICE. KUMAMON throws it and decides a 

destination. And throws again to decide the “mission” in the field.

KUMAMON meets a lot of funny native people, latest information, 

good unknown spots through throwing dice.

Where does he go and what does he find today!? Nobody knows 

it until the dice has rolled!

Kumamon's Dice Trip

Kumamoto Kenmin Telvision Corporation

2017

20 episodes × 30min

HD

M/E tracks ready 

KUMAMON became a character of a picture book!

The book title is "KUMAMON and Friends of Blue Bee".  BLUE BEE is 

a blue colored bee he brings happiness to Aso every year.  The 

story is set in Aso where Kumamoto is boasts to the world.  And it 

tells you rich nature of Aso and importance of friendship through 

friendship between KUMAMON and animals in Aso area.  To have 

children to enjoy the book world wide, it also written in English. 

Picture book has no borders!  KUMAMON makes everyone smile 

and happy.

KUMAMON Picture Book Brings Happiness

2015

1 episode × 30min

HD

M/E tracks ready

“Yuru-Chara” has now become the Japan’s original culture.

“KUMAMON”, a PR character for Kumamoto prefecture, is reigning 

as Yuru-Chara champion. 

He is in great demand not only in Kumamoto, but also in the 

events across the country and on a TV show. Further, KUMAMON 

is widening his appeal in the “world”. 

We tried to find out the reason why such a unique mascot 

character became so popular and to follow the prefectural 

officials who are supporting the character.

The Secret of KUMAMON

2013

1 episode × 30min

HD

M/E tracks ready

VarTra KidsFood

Var Doc
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Kumamoto Prefecture

This program introduces charming restaurants and 

delicious food made in Kumamoto Prefecture. Kumamoto 

is a region blessed naturally surrounded, such as the sea 

and mountains. One of the most beautiful water in Japan 

pour out from underground. Therefore, grown food is 

very delicious and fresh. To know the rich environment 

and food culture of Kumamoto from this program, please 

refer to the journey.

Excellent Food in Kumamoto

Kumamoto Asahi Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.

2015 - ON GOING

100 episodes × 5min

HD 

The majority of this program is produced by amateur 

directors, we call “residents director”, living in a variety of 

areas, such as cities, mountains and sea in Kumamoto 

Prefecture. They love their local area so much and have a 

strong relationship in the field. From their own point of 

view, they shot local nature ,traditional arts, food culture 

and so on, and report about that by themselves in details. 

Please know more deeply about Kumamoto Prefecture. 

Kumamoto's Hidden Treasures

2015 - ON GOING

100 episodes × 10min

HD

This documentary program introduces the challenge of a 

Japanese chef from Kumamoto who made starting a 

French restaurant ‘PAGES’ near Triumphal arch in Paris in 

2014. His cuisine became popular by word of mouth, and 

he aimed at Michelin-starred.‘Hinokuni‘ is another name 

of Kumamoto Pref. That’s why Kumamoto is close to fire 

represented by volcano of Mt.aso. from ancient times.

Hinokuni Chef in Paris

2016

1 episode × 55min

HD

Food

Food

CluEdu Doc



Contact List

Sapporo

Niigata

Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.
Nishi 5, Kita 1, Chuo-ku, Sapporo 060-8501
+81-11-232-5858
http://www.hbc.co.jp/info/english/hkf/
mtanaka@hbc.co.jp, ey@hbc.co.jp, nambu@hbc.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

The Sapporo Television Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.
Jiji Press Bld, 13F, 5-15-8, Ginza, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104-0061
+81-3-3543-6013
http://stv.jp/
contents@stv.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Hokkaido Cultural Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.
1-5, Nishi 14, Kita 1, Chuo-ku, Sapporo 060-8527
+81-11-214-5360
http://uhb.jp/
ask@uhb.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Television Hokkaido Broadcasting Co.,LTD.
East6, Odori, Chuo-ku, Sapporo 060-8517
+81-11-232-7158
http://www.tv-hokkaido.co.jp
sato-c@tv-hokkaido.co.jp, m-hirooka@tv-hokkaido.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

A Co., Ltd
2-5 Atsubetsuhigashi, Atsubetsuku, Sapporo 004-0002
+81-90-3119-9261
http://www.asiatabi.com/
hayashik@acoltd.jp

Hello Earth Inc.
1-25 GMS Bld.  South10 West14, Chuo Sapporo Hokkaido  064-0810
+81-11-206-6771
https://www.content-showcase.com/　
oyama@hello-earth.jp　

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

IBI's office  -doZou4K8K.com-
1-35-803, Hongodori-kita 7, Shiroishi-ku, Sapporo 003-0025
+81-80-1551-852
http://www.dozou4k8k.com/
dozou4k8k@gmail.com

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Broadcasting System of Niigata Inc.
Kawagishicho3-18, Chuo-ku, Niigata　951-8655
+81-25-290-7844
http://www.ohbsn.com
contents@bsn-niigata.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Television Niigata Network Co., Ltd. 
Shinkocho1-11, Chuo-ku, Niigata 950-8555
+81-25-283-8106
http://www.teny.co.jp/
media@teny.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Niigata Television Network 21,Inc
6-2230-19, Shimo-okawamae-dori, Chuo-ku, Niigata 951-8521　
+81-25-223-8602
http://www.uxtv.jp/
komatsu@uxtv.co.jp
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Saga

Kyoto

Mainichi Broadcasting System, Inc.
17-1 Chayamachi, Kita-ku, Osaka 530-8304
+81-6-6375-7504
www.mbs.jp/english
licensing@mbs.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.
Marunouchi Trust Tower North, 1-8-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-1005
+81-3-6765-8484
http://www.jcom.co.jp/
NakamuraKa@jupiter.jcom.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Ritsumeikan University College of Image Arts and Sciences
56-1 Toji-In, Kitamachi, Kita-ku, Kyoto 603-8577
+81-75-465-1990
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/cias/
nakamu-a@im.ritsumei.ac.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Shizuoka

Shizuoka Asahi Television Co.,Ltd.
15 Azuma-cho, Aoi-ku, Shizuoka-City, Shizuoka 420-8567
+81-54-251-3392
http://www.satv.co.jp
k-kamisaki@satv.co.jp, daicho@satv.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Fukuoka

RKB Mainichi Broadcasting Corporation
2-3-8　Momochihama, Sawara-ku, Fukuoka 814-8585
+81-92-852-6173
http://rkb.jp/global/　http://rkb.jp/global/ch/
yone@rkb.ne.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Kyushu Asahi Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
1-1-1,Nagahama Chuo-ku, Fukuoka 810-8571
+81-92-725-6085
http://www.kbc.co.jp/en/
content@kbc.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Fukuoka Broadcasting System corporation
2-22-8 Kiyokawa, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka 810-8655
+81-92-532-1111
http://www.fbs.co.jp
a_tsutsui@fbs.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

69'ners FILM
Matsubara 2-14-16, Saga  840-0831
+81-90-1349-6321
http://69ners.com/movie/
h_haga2002@ybb.ne.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Kumamoto

KUMAMOTO　TELECASTING　CO.,LTD(TKU)
1-8-1 Tokuo Kita-ku Kumamoto-shi,Kumamoto 861-5592
+81-96-351-1135
https://www.tku.co.jp/
bangumi@tku.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail

Kumamoto Kenmin Telvision Corporation
7Yoyasu-machi,Chuou-ku,Kumamoto
＋81-96-363-6136
http://www.kkt.jp/index.html

Address
Tel

Web

Kumamoto Asahi Broadcasting Co.,Ltd.
1-5-12 Nihongi,Nishi-Ku,Kumamoto-shi,860-8516 Japan
+81-96-359-9060
http://www.kab.co.jp
y-toyoda@kab.co.jp

Address
Tel

Web
Mail
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This exhibition is subsidized by J-LOP4, funding from The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan.

Hong Kong International Film & TV Market 2017


